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At the present time there Is a number of works devoted to the Investigation 
of optimum dynamical systems. In [ 1 to 43, for example, the question of 
selecting the system operator to which the greatest accuracy of transforming 
the Input action corresponds, Is considered. In [5 to 83 and others, the 
problem of selecting the operation law of a control which will guarantee the 
best approximation of the perturbed motion of an obJect to a prescribed prog- 
ram, Is solved. The latter Is usually found from the condition of achieving 
the extremum value of some characteristic of the object under the so-called 
-ated motion conditions. The works [g to ll] as well as those metioned In 
their bibliography are devoted to looking for optimum, In this sense, flight 
conaltlons of flying vehicles. 

The accuracy of realizing programed motion depends: not only on the proper- 
ties of controls but also on the properties of the programed motion itself 
and on the rated parameters of the system. It may sometlmes appear to be 
expedient to raise the accuracy of the system motion on the account of change 
In Its programed motion and parameters. Such a change leads Lo a reduction 
In the level of the characteristic of the object whose ej.trtmum is to be 
achieved but the accuracy In Its performance is ralsed. 

The present study Is devoted to seeking the control functions and para- 
meters which are optimum In this last sense. 

1. Let the equations 

Xi’ = fi 0. x,, . . .( x,, ul, . 
(I.0 

..,U,,Al ,..., Aq,P1 ,..., p,) (i=Ir...rn) 

with the Initial condltlons 

x, (to) = X& (i = 1, . . .) n) (1.2) 

describe the system motion. 

here t is the time, X, (t = l,..., n) the phase coordinates which are 
continuous functions of time; II, (j = l,..., r) are the random control func- 
tions of time with the canonical expansion [l] of the form 

uj tt) = uj ft) + 2 vjkSjk tt) 
k-1 

Here u,(t) Is the mathematical expectation of the function U, (t),s,k(t) 
is a given coordinate function, Vjk s V, (i = 1, . . ., mr) are uncorrelated 
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random variables with mathematical expectations zero and given variances 
D,“, X,,, A,, p, are random variables with the mathematical expectations x1,,, 
a,, pi and the given variances II,;, D,*, D,p . 

The parameters 
control factors. 

n,, , p, , t, are given and the a,, . . .,ap are among the 
The random variables 

vi* xi; = x*,- xi09 A; = A, - ai, Pfo= P,-pp( 

are considered uncorrelated. The prescribed functions J’, , . . .,f, in (1.1) 
are assumed to be contunous together with their derivatives to third order, 
Inclusively. 

Because of the conditions of the formulated problem, the coordinates 
x,(2) (t = l,... n) will be random functions of time with the mathematical 
expectations Jc, It) (t = l,..., n) and variances D,” (t) (t = l,..., n). 

Let us consider V, , X,,“> A ,‘> PI’ to be so small that linearization of 
(1.1) with respect to these parameters and of the function 

is possible. 

x,” (t) = xi (t) - Z( (t) 

Then we obtain for the determination of x, (t) and ’ XI “(t) [ 11 

“i’ = fi (t, Zl, . . ., xn, Ul, . . ., UP’ a,, . - -9 a*, $715 * * -9 P,), xi (d = +I 

(i = 1, . . ., 74 (1.3) 

xi w = X{, 

(1.4) 

Here the aikr f$k, rik? &k are known functions of the parameters t, 3c,, 1~~) 
a, and p1 . 

Equations (1.3) describe the programed motion of the system, the mean 
realization of the rqdom process cx, (t), u, (t)l- 

Let us assume the existence of the set of controls 

uj (t) (j = 1, . 1 ., r), Uj 0' = 1, . . .) q) 

which may transform the system from the initial state X10 into a l’:nal staLe 
characterized by the relaticns 

9j (x11, * * * ql, al, * * -, aq, Pl, * : .> P,) = 09 xil = xi 01) 

(i = 1, . . ., n; j =. 1, . . ., k, k< n + q) (1.5) 

Here t, the final value of the time, is a given number, the (I~ are known 
continuous functions with continuous derivatives to third order, ir:clLs’vel:,8. 

Equations (1;4) as well as the parameters 

Ij =~j (X~1, . . ., Xnl' Al, . . ., A,, ‘,, . . .) P,) (j = 1, . . ., k) 

which may be evaluated to second order accuracy by means of the fJrm!llas 

yj=i g+ 
4 "$j 

I=1 al 

xi,"+ $ $$-/q+ h ap; Pi (1.6) 

i=l i=l 

permit the finding of the deviation of real:Zirle th? rarIdOKl pI’oC~S_ t’T’0.c talc 

programed state. As we see, this deviation depends not only on the raIldU:l 
Farameters but also on the characteristics of the programed mot.~orl. 

It is natural to attempt to find the control U‘ , . . ., 2,) a,, . . ., 3; L i’ 



which the least 
CX, (t)l and the 
shall designate 
mean. 
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level of scattering of the realization of the random process 
random parameters Y, (j = l,..., k) will correspond. We 
the control satisfying such a constraint as optimum In the 

2, Let us consider that the functional 

(2-U 

characterizes the scattering level of the trajectories cx, (t)l t of the para- 
meters Y, (j = l,..., k) and the measure of the control effects. 

Here b,, m, and gi are non-negative weight constants, Dix and D, f the 
variances of the functions X,(t) and the parametens Y, . 

Then the problem of selecting the optimum, in the mean, control for a 
bounded level of the control effects Us,..., u, reduces to seeking the func- 
tlons u1, 21, XI0 and the parameters 0, satisfying (1.3) and (1.5) and cre- 
atlng the minimum for the functional (2.1). 

Let us transform this variational problem to a form more convenient for 
solution. 

It Is seen from (1.4) that x,'(t) may be written as 

Here the qik, ll,:, $$ and T$ are determined from Equatlons 

k 

11~” f s - i aijqjk z 0 

j=l 

H,. E ‘$ - i aijq,,f _ pik z 0 

j=l 

‘li” ttO) = O (i # k), ‘lik (to) = 1 (i = k), 

We have from (2.2) 

n IrlP 

(i, k == 1, . . ., n) 

(i =: 1, . . .) n; k = 1, . . .) mr) (2.3) 

(i == 1, . ,) n; k = 1, . . ., q) 

(i” 1, . . ., n; k = 1, . * .) Y) 

P Y 

q” = 2 Q)z,y,; + x (q,;)’ nkv + 2 (‘I,:)’ Dka + 2 (qp? hp 
k=l k=l k=l k=l 

It fo.llows from (1.6) and (2.2) 

‘yi E f: C,X,; + 5 dikvk + $ l,dk” + i hikPko 
k=l k-1 k=l k=l 

(2.2) 

(2.4) 

Here Ciky dik;likr $k are known functions of the final Values Of the varia- 
bles zi,,,k i , ,,,f, ,,k, ,,pik and the parameters a, and pl . Hence, we have 
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D<” = i cik”Dlc”o f i di;Dkv + i l,;Dka + i h,;D,” 
k=l k=l k=l k=l 

Taking account of the obtained expressions for Dix,Di+, let us write the 
functional (2.1) as tt 

Z = (2.5) 
f, 

Here F Is a known function of the variables %li, %!, %i* qp!p % and the 
parameters bi, rn@t, Dtv, 
values cf the varla B les 

DiatkDfyk and CJ is a known function of the final 

D,“, Dia, Dip. 
zi ,T&, qoi, qat, ,, ‘f and the parameters gi, ai, pi, Dig, 

PI 

The problem under consideration may 1 c f rm lat d as a varlatlonal prob- R ‘x R 
lem to determine the functions ‘it 4, vi ) %it %i’qpi and the parameters 
satisfying Equations (1.3) to (1.5), (2.3),- (2.4) and creating for the ml%- 
mum for the functional (2.5). 

3. Let us represent the system of 
131 : 

aF* d i?F* 
i3Xi 

-= 0 
-‘dt a; 

(i = 1, . . ., n), 

i 

aF* d tYF* 
--- 0 

$- dt &,;li” - 
(i, k = 1,. . ., n), 

necessary conditions as follows [12, 

a/J* aF* d iW’ i = 1, . . ., n; -- 
&$-dt 4$=’ ) 

x.-=0 
k=l,...,nu ’ % 

(i = 1, . . ., r) 

” aF* 
Z+sqdt=o (i = 1, . . .) q), h,,,,+fg = 0 (i = 1, . . ., n) (3.1) 

[q+gJ =o i:_;::::;;y * [“i+gg,=o (;==‘,-;;;) 

[F - i i&xi’ - 2 hi” (I);)’ - 2 h,; (q,;)’ - 2 h,: @I$)’ - 2 hp: (qp:)’ It, = 0 (3.3) 
f=l i,k i,k i,k i,k 

i i,k i,k i,k f,k (3.4) 

Here the k,, hkl A~v hi* hz and vj are Lagrange multipliers; the relation 
(3.3) holds if ti Is arbitrary. 

The necessary optimization conditions together with the original equations 
of the problem permit finding the optimum, In the mean, control [u,(t), a,] 
and the dorrespondlng programed motion of the system. Then the character- 
istics of the optimized random process are determined from (1.4) and (1.6). 

In conclusion, let us note that by virtue of the reciprocity of the varl- 
ational problems, the optimization conditions written above permit also the 
solution of tho problems of determining the extremum of some characteristic 



of the programed.motion for a given value of the functional (2.5), i.e. for 
given accuracy of performing the programed motion. 

the 
4. As an example, let us consider a flying vehicle for which the motion of 

center of mass In the vertical plane under constant gravity and zero 
aerodynamic forces Is described by the equations 

x;=p& cos u, xj = x2, x; = WP 
_ sin u - g, 
l-Pt 

XI (0) = X2 (0) = X3(0) = 0 (4.1) 

Here X,and Xp are the horizontal and vertical components of the velocity; 
X3 Is the flight altitude; W the relative velocity of the escaping combuS- 
tlon products of the engine, Is a given number; p a random variable with a 
given mathematical expectation p and variance D 
slty of fuel consumption; 

characterizes the lnten- 
u the angle of slope of the engine thrust to the 

horizon Is not a random control function; g Is the acceleration of gravity. 

From (4.1) we have the following system to determine the programed motion 
and deviations from It. 

WP 
3% *= 1 cos u, 

WP 
x3'=- sin u - g, x3 

‘=z a 

x1 (0) = 5% (0) = x3 (0) = 0 
(4.2) 

Xl OS= (y$)3 cos u, X-0' = wp" 
(i _ pt)as:n u El f2, x30* = _x;" 

(4.3) 
x, (0) = x2 (0) = x3 (0) = 0 

Here Xi0 = Xi-xt, PO= P-p, x1 Is the mathematical 
functions XI . 

expectation of the 

The possibility of the following representatlon of the function XrO : 

xi o = QPO (i =. 1, 2, 3) (4.4) 

Is seen from (4.3). Here n, , qlp and ns are determined from the equations 

W 
91. = (1 _ pt)2cQS UY rl3' = (1 Wpt)3sin u 51 f3, rls'= 73 

14~9 

The final values of 
are written as 

Let the parameter 

% (0) = 9a (0) = q3 (0) = 0 
\ ---, 

the functions X,p= X,O (6, ) and their variances D, , 

xi; = QIPO, Di, = vt:D . 

@ = (g,?: + g& + gas:) D (4.6) 

where gl, Q, and g3 are non-negative weight constants taken as the measure 
of the scattering of the motion characteristics at the end of the trajectory. 
Then considering this parameter to be given, 
probl.ems, 

It is possible to solve various 
optimum In the sense of 19 to 111, under the additional boundary 

condition (4.6),.compliance with which means the determination of optimum 
flight conditions of a flying vehicle with a scattering level of Its final 
characteristics given in advance. 

For example, let us consider the problem of selecting the control u(t) 
which will guarantee achievement of the maximum horizontal velocity component 

x11 = Xl (4) (4.7) 

for given 32, (O), x2(O), xQ (0) and tl final values of the functions 

% 01) = x21> 23 01) = x31 (4.8) 
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and a given scattering parameter + . 
This problem will be a variational problem of Mayer t e to seek the func- 

tions u, xl, x2, x3, ‘11, 72 and r)3, satisfying Equations (4.2 YY (4.5), (4.6) and 
(4.8), and creating the maximum for the functional (4.7). Its solution leads 
to the following expressions determining the optimum control 

Pi2 (1 - Pd -I- P2 

tm u = Ph (1 - $4 + p1 

Here AI, ha, pl, /.L2, p3 and v are Lagrange multipliers. 

For comparison, let us note that if the problem is solved without the 
constraint (4.6r, the expression for tan u Ys obtained as a linear function 
of time. 
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